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“Book Corner” appears in VFW magazine as space permits. Due to the
volume of books received, reviews may not appear in “Book Corner” for up
to a year or longer in some cases.
A VFW or Auxiliary member must be the author or coauthor of the book.
If a member is only a contributor (e.g., By “Author” with “Member”), the
book will not be accepted for “Book Corner.”
The subject of an accepted book must relate to either the military, veterans
or the VFW. Accepted books must have an initial publishing date within the
past five years, and authors are only allowed one book submission per year.
Advance copies printed by a publisher are accepted. We do not accept homeprinted copies of any book. “Book Corner” does not list a book unless it has
been reviewed by the magazine staff. All books in “Book Corner” are
featured at the staff’s discretion. Submissions that do not follow “Book
Corner” guidelines will not be considered for review in VFW magazine.
A non-returnable copy of the book or a file of the full e-book must be
submitted with a 100-word, or less, synopsis of the book. We highly
recommend sending physical books so we can add it to VFW magazine’s
library. Books must have an ISBN or ASIN and must be widely available for
purchase.
For submissions, authors must include his or her full name, VFW or
Auxiliary member number, phone number, address, book title, the book’s
publisher and ISBN or ASIN. Books also must be defined as fiction, nonfiction or memoir.
Please send “Book Corner” materials to:
Attn: Book Corner
VFW magazine
406 W. 34th St., Suite 523
Kansas City, MO 64111
(816) 756-3390 magazine@vfw.org
Both members and nonmembers have the option of advertising their books.
For more information, contact:
GLM Communications, Inc.
Jackie Tobin, Vice President, Digital/Print Media
500 1st St., Hoboken, NJ 07030
(212) 929-1300 jtobin@glmcommunications.com

